The free Man, Malcolm-Ieuan: Roberts.,
acting as Mr MALCOLM IEUAN ROBERTS
180 Haven Road
Pullenvale QLD 4069

Saturday, October 01, 2011

The free Man, Martin: Callinan.,
acting as Dr MARTIN CALLINAN
Science Policy Manager
Australian Academy of Science
GPO Box 783
Canberra ACT 2601

Dear Mr Callinan:
RE: Your references fail to provide scientific evidence as proof of your claim
Your advice of Monday, August 29, 2011 was followed. I have completed checking in the
manner you suggested all 31 references that the Academy specified in its email dated
Monday, August 15, 2011. The references were those numbered 90-120 in the Academy’s
booklet entitled ‘The Science of Climate Change: Questions and Answers’, available
here: http://www.science.org.au/reports/climatechange2010.pdf.
Contrary to your promise, you have failed to provide any specific, scientifically measured
real-world (empirical) evidence as proof that human production of carbon dioxide, CO2,
caused Earth’s latest period of modest cyclic global atmospheric warming that ended
around 1998.
Please refer to the unsigned email (Monday, August 15, 2011) from the Australian
Academy of Science. It was sent apparently following your offer to provide information.
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Please recall our phone conversations on Monday, August 15, 2011 and on Monday,
August 29, 2011,
I conclude there is no specific scientifically measured real-world evidence as proof in the
references you provided. Nor is there such evidence as proof in the Academy’s glossy
booklet entitled ‘The Science of Climate Change: Questions and Answers’. Thus, there is
no specific, scientifically measured real-world evidence proving the claim that human
production of carbon dioxide caused Earth’s latest period of modest, cyclic global
atmospheric warming that ended around 1998.
As we agreed, I now please request you identify within section 4 of the Academy’s
booklet and within its listed references specific evidence proving that human production
of CO2 caused global warming. You offered that after I checked all the references you
provided you would identify such specific scientific evidence and its specific location in
the Academy’s booklet and in its specific references.
After what I learned from you during our conversation and especially in checking the
references you provided I am deeply concerned about what I conclude to be your
irresponsible or negligent or possibly dishonest misleading on the science. You have
formal qualifications in science yet seem to lack understanding of causality.
To scientifically prove human production of CO2 caused Earth’s latest period of global
atmospheric warming with future catastrophic consequences it seems clear that you will
need to provide specific scientifically measured real-world evidence proving that:
1. Global atmospheric temperature has been rising during the past twelve (12) years
since 1998 and is continuing to rise; and,
2. In the open atmosphere, global carbon dioxide level determines global
atmospheric temperature; and,
3. Human production of carbon dioxide, CO2, determines global atmospheric
carbon dioxide levels; and,
4. Global atmospheric temperature rises are catastrophic to humanity and to the
Earth’s living natural environment comprising animal and plant species.
After doing what you recommended I am even more dismayed and annoyed that you
laughed at Mr Rob Oakeshott’s request to arrange a meeting between myself and the
Academy—possibly its President—to discuss my concerns. You advised on Monday,
August 29th that in regard to arranging a meeting with the Academy nothing has
happened and is not likely to happen.
I will now take this up directly with Mr Oakeshott, MP.
Frankly, given that you have educational qualifications in science, I am amazed that you
cited the references numbered in the AAS’ email of Monday, August 15th, 2011. In citing
many of those references you show, in my opinion, a lack of understanding of causality.
Going beyond your advice I checked references numbered 121, 127 and 128. The latter
two purport to be on the topic of attribution of warming. Yet, like the other 31 references
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checked, all three fail to provide scientific causal evidence as proof that human CO2
caused warming.
Although you have not fulfilled your commitment, I enclose two paper documents for
you to scrutinise. They are available on the Internet and are part of the series entitled
‘Freedom’s Foundation—Reclaiming our Planet and our Country Using Truth’:
‘Exposing Corruption of Climate Science: Misrepresentations, Distortions, Omissions,
Evasions, Myths and Lies’ available at:
http://www.galileomovement.com.au/docs/freedom_exposing.pdf and
‘Carbon Dioxide (CO2) Facts’ available at:
http://www.galileomovement.com.au/docs/freedom1-CO2.pdf
Also available for you are the following documents provided at www.conscious.com.au:
‘Thriving with Nature & Humanity’;
‘Two Dead Elephants in Parliament’;
‘The Eco Fraud, Part 1: A Timeline of International Fraud’;
‘The Eco Fraud, Part 2: Environmental Casualties’;
‘The Eco Fraud, Part 3: Black Deaths in Green Custody’;
‘Climategate Inquiry References The Eco Fraud: A Timeline of International Fraud’;
These contain references to much scientific material and documents.
As you will likely know from your reading of science, the United Nations
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s supposed peer-review system is not a
scientific peer-review. Recent years have revealed that the UN IPCC’s supposed review
processes and many supposed peer-reviewed references it cited are really only subjected
to ‘buddy-review’. The UN IPCC does not rely on scientific peer-review.
Instead of blindly trusting to processes I take responsibility by thinking critically for
myself and exercising judgment. The documents above contain references you will likely
find useful to the work of Jaworowski and Ernst Georg Beck. Beck’s data is available
here: http://www.biomind.de/realCO2/
Although you have failed to provide evidence as proof and thus not kept your part of our
agreement, I provide further documents available at these references and links:
‘Nature, not Human Activity Rules the Climate’ available at:
http://sepp.org/publications/NIPCC_final.pdf and produced by an authoritative
international panel of independent scientists,
‘Climate Change Reconsidered: The Report of the Nongovernmental Panel on Climate
Change, 2009’ available at http://www.nipccreport.org/reports/2009/2009report.html
‘Climate Change Reconsidered 2011 Interim Report of the Nongovernmental
International Panel on Climate Change’ available at:
http://www.nipccreport.org/reports/2011/2011report.html
You could visit my personal web site at www.conscious.com.au and The Galileo
Movement’s web site www.galileomovement.com.au. Both sites reveal the deep and
systemic subversion of climate science by the UN IPCC and government funded agencies
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and individuals. The site reveal the lack of any specific, scientifically measured realworld evidence as proof of the supposition that human production of CO2 caused global
warming.
At The Galileo Movement’s site I suggest you check sections 6, 1 and 2 available here:
- http://www.galileomovement.com.au/political_scam_exposed.php
- http://www.galileomovement.com.au/scientific_untruths.php
- http://www.galileomovement.com.au/science_futility.php
Given your qualifications and our discussions, I conclude that your advice has likely
been reckless or possibly deliberately deceptive. I attach a copy of my complaint to the
President of the Academy, Professor Susan Cory.
I look forward to your advice on specific evidence proving human causation of
dangerous global warming and to comments on the material presented to you.

Yours sincerely,

Malcolm-Ieuan: Roberts.
BE (Hons), MBA (Chicago)
Fellow AICD, MAIM, MAusIMM, MAME (USA), MIMM (UK), Fellow ASQ (USA, Aust)

Enclosures:
‘Exposing Corruption of Climate Science: Misrepresentations, Distortions, Omissions,
Evasions, Myths and Lies’;
‘Carbon Dioxide (CO2) Facts’,
These documents are available at:
http://www.galileomovement.com.au/docs/freedom_exposing.pdf and
http://www.galileomovement.com.au/docs/freedom1-CO2.pdf respectively.

cc:
Professor Suzanne Cory, President, The Australian Academy of Science
Mr Rob Oakeshott, MP
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